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ABSTRACT

Ad-hoc routing algorithms in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) rely on nodes’ position awareness by regularly
updating routing data of neighbouring nodes. Meanwhile, the transmission energy usage is not optimised as a
result of this repeated updates and routing table deployment. Therefore, it is very critical to consider techniques
of optimising or conserving energy in the design of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) in order to prolong the
lifetime of the individual nodes. One of these techniques is the Cross-layer design which, is considered as an
efficient method for addressing this challenge with WSNs. In this paper, we propose a Cross-Layer Energy
Efficient (CLEE) routing algorithm to establish an optimal route from the source node to the destination node by
selecting candidate nodes from neighbouring nodes based on the distance between these nodes and the rate
of energy consumption by a possible candidate node. Then to select a designated node from the candidate
nodes, the algorithm further computes the Signal Strength Quality (SQS) and the Link Lifetime (LL) as well as
the Throughput (TH) rate of selected nodes. The proposed algorithm was simulated with a network size of
600× 600 on Network Simulator 3 (NS3) in order to analyse its performance. An evaluation of the performance
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of the proposed CLEE protocol with existing similar protocols such as Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector
(AODV) and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) reveals that CLEE outperformes AODV and DSR by conserving
about 44% of available energy.

Keywords: Cross-layer; Energy-efficient; Mobile Ad-Hoc networks; wireless sensor networks; Network-layer;
physical layer.

1 INTRODUCTION

Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET) are groups of
cellular nodes that can act as routers and hosts within
an ad-hoc wireless community. Nodes in MANETs can
also dynamically self-arrange in a wireless community
without the usage of any pre-set-up infrastructure.
Nodes in MANETs generally transmit messages in a
broadcast manner that is simply achieved by nodes
closer to the source nodes. Battery power for mobile
devices is a crucial resource in mobile ad-hoc networks
(MANET). Therefore, when designing routing protocols,
it is necessary to consider extending the network
lifetime and conserving energy. For each node in
MANET, the effective use of the available energy is
a censorious need; hence, the ability to hold on
to the level of energy consumption as minimal as
possible is a crucial resource for the reliability of any
routing protocol in the MANET community [1]. Also,
the rampant broadcast of messages in the network
causes collision, misplaced packets, and contention
throughout the network, a situation popularly referred
to as Broadcast Storm Problem [2].

The traditional layered design has its own benefits
and functions excellently in a wired setup, however,
it is not appropriate for a wireless setup particularly
in an ad-hoc setup. This is true due to its design
prohibition on direct communication between non-
adjacent layers. More specifically, having a rigorous
layered architecture will result in excessive energy
consumption and poor performance since it is too
rigid to handle the dynamism of MANET environments
[3]. In recent times, cross-layer architectural designs
are becoming progressively common in MANETS. As
nodes in MANETS are limited in battery life, cross-layer
designs are employed to eliminate such barriers [4].
By interfacing the various protocol levels, Cross-layer
based design techniques overcome the disadvantages
of traditional only one-layer-based techniques. The
cross-layer design method facilitates the cooperative
sharing of information between layers to provide the

intended performance [5]. In every cross-layer design,
there are two fundamental ways that information can
be shared: layer-centric solution which, makes the
variables of a particular layer transparent to the other
layers. The other alternative, known as a centralised
approach, depends on a shared middle-ware that offers
all levels the ability to store and retrieve information
[6]. The fundamental principles behind these two cross-
layer solutions are:

1. The layer-centric approach permits a particular
layer to function as the core layer, regulating
cross-layer adaptation by having access to the
underlying protocol settings and algorithms of
the other layers as illustrated in Fig. 1 (a). This
method demands access to the internal variables
of other levels, which is against the layered
architecture even though it greatly increases the
achievable system performance.

2. With regard to the centralised approach,
resource availability and environmental changes
are estimated by a middle-ware or system-
level monitor (centralised optimiser), which then
coordinates resource distribution among diverse
applications and nodes. In addition, it modifies
the protocols’ parameters inside each layer in
response to the dynamics that arise as illustrated
in Fig. 1 (b). With this method, every
layer must send to the middle-ware or system
monitor all of the data that describes its protocol
parameters and algorithms. Every layer must
also execute the commands given by the central
optimiser. Additionally, this method goes against
the layered architecture.

The remainder of the paper is structured as
follows: Section 2 presents review of related
literature in the area of the study. Section 3
outlines the methodology of the proposed CLEE
routing algorithm. Section 4 displays the findings
and discussion of the research, and Section 5
wraps up the paper.
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Fig. 1. Schematic rendering of multi-layer design techniques: (a) Layer-centred approach; (b) Centralised
approach

2 RELATED WORKS

A recent study by [7] proposed a cross-layer
authentication method that uses the advantages
of geographically and temporally coupled wireless
channels to enable key validation without jeopardising
the confidentiality of the key. Using channel phase
reactions to hide the time-stamped hashed key and
applying it, a physical-layer signature is created thereby
enabling the sender’s true identity to be confirmed
while using the associated route replies among its
components to confirm the message’s authenticity. in
addition; a technique called Diffie-Hellman secret keys
for extracting which employs the Chebyshev disordered
projection to solve the computationally challenging
challenges of channel testing was proposed. In order
to produce flexible PHY-layer identities that provide
forward and backward confidentiality, endpoints are
able to generate a great deal of shared keys. The
drawback of this proposed algorithm is that it has a
very high latency rate. Another work by [8] suggested
a low duty cycle cross-layer protocol (IRIS); a thin
cross-layer technique called trustworthy routing that has
cooperative media access control suitable for Wireless

Sensor Networks with a lengthy distance pipeline and
very low power supply. IRIS contains routing, Media
Access Control (MAC), and network learning features
developed for networks with severe energy constraints.
IRIS combines the network layer and the MAC layer
to reduce energy consumption. The IRIS algorithm
is intended to enable network operation with no any
preexisting neighbourhood knowledge or predefined
structure. No information about the nodes’ geolocations
is known to the low-cost nodes. This means that The
nodes can be placed in any physical sequence and
at arbitrary places. IRIS collects monitoring data from
the nodes that receive the pings as it propagates ping
packets started by the sink via the pipeline network.
The nodes are able to spend as much time they can
in the energy-saving lightweight sleep mode thanks to
an adjustable active / sleep duty cycle. One major
drawback of the IRIS protocol is fact that it is not
suitable for real time data transmission.This is due to
the active/sleep behaviour of the sensor nodes.

The authors in [3], suggested a fuzzy logic system
cross-Layer (FLSCL) architecture for MANET to
enhance network quality of service (QoS) metrics
like end-to-end (E2E) delay, throughput, and packet
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delivery ratio (PDR). Fuzzy logic and fuzzy judgements
are used in conjunction with the concepts of difficulty
and unpredictability to aid in decision-making. The
proposed FLSCL uses the unknown principle base to
create the controller of the cross-layer, which adjusts
the variables from every single layer to obtain the best
value that contributes to raising QoS and boosting
MANET efficiency. FLSCL employs three different
stages: The network properties, including each layer’s
settings and the environment to be analysed, are
specified in this initial step. The development of a fuzzy
logic framework for cross-layer (FLS-CL) validation and
execution constitutes the final stage. It contains the
parameter ranges, rule set, and membership function.
According to the precise inputs of the antecedents,
fuzzy logic systems offer the adjustment factor to obtain
the best value for the consequent. The crisp inputs are
transformed into the appropriate fuzzy set by a process
called fuzzification. Three parameters are taken into
consideration as the antecedent fuzzy variables in the
model proposed. They include; (i) Packet Delivery
PDR ratio expressed in percentage, (ii) Node speed
(m/s), (iii) End-to-end delay (ms). The weakness of the
FLSCL is that all five (5) layers of the network model
were considered, thereby increasing the load overhead
of the sensor nodes and ultimately increasing energy
consumption of the network.

In the paper by [9], the authors employed a weighted
sum approach with cross-layer design to enhance
the sustainability of devices in SMART cities. Since
between 70% and 80% of a device’s energy is used for
communication, the suggested architecture makes use
of data from the physical layer and data link layer to
examine energy-efficient IoT devices. In the suggested
model, the weighted sum approach is applied, which
is a powerful computation technique for analysing
and identifying the routing metrics related to energy
efficiency. With the use of control packets, the network
layer calculates transportation parameters. Using the
weighted sum approach, this control packet information
on routing metrics is merged and weighted as a single
value. The disadvantage of the proposed protocol is
that it is implemented using a single routing technique.
This Method is not suitable for large wireless mobile
networks.

An article by [10] also suggested a cross-layer
architecture using hybrid MAC layer protocol to enhance
the lifetime of radio networks. A hybridization process
is what gives the plan its originality. The network
and MAC layers have been crossed to accomplish

hybridization amongst the various control channel
design methodologies. Between specialized unlicensed
out-band methods and licensed in-band options,
control channel designs can be broadly divided. The
opportunistic usage of data channel as control channel
in the in-band control channel design method upholds
CR technological decorum. A cross-layer architecture
is employed in the first section to communicate control
information among the network and MAC layers. The
Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) algorithm
is employed for network layer routing. A PCL is the main
component of the control information. The most recent
state of authorised channels is kept in PCL. A channel’s
recorded state in PCL may indicate PU free or PU
occupied. By exchanging PCL, node synchronisation
can be improved. A hybrid CR-MAC approach is
designed in the second section of the suggested
algorithm. The hybrid MAC protocol’s architecture is
now based on the cross-layer transmission of control
information. It is believed that the nodes in the
cognitive radio scenario are randomly distributed and
unrestricted in their movement throughout the network.
This movement results in collision within the network
and high energy consumption.

In [11], the authors used the particle swarm optimization
(PSO) technique to develop a cross-layer routing
protocol. To construct robust and energy-efficient
systems, PSO is applied in creating pathways following
network layer evaluations of node mobility, data success
rate, and anticipated energy remaining. The remaining
energy is estimated based on the volume of the current
traffic load. The network congestion is monitored from
the MAC level after the set of pathways has been
established using PSO, and the dynamic modification
of the contention window (CW) is dependent on
the measured contention and anticipated remaining
energy. The period of contention is constantly updated
depending on the projected and measured contention
leftover energy after the MAC layer has measured the
network contention and established the set of pathways
using PSO. Considering the variables of Data Success
Rate (DSR), RND, and Rres, the route from the root
node (S) to the target node (T) is set using the PSO
method made up of a collection of nodes. The route
with the highest success rate for data, least movement,
and most unexhausted energy will be chosen. The
MAC layer protocol, however, regulates pilot symbol
transmission for channel gain estimation at the receiver
end and signal synchronisation across all cooperative
nodes. The MAC layer’s actions result in additional
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energy overhead, thereby Using more energy and
shortening the network lifetime.

In [12], the authors proposed a cross-layer energy
consumption model in cooperative multiple-input and
single-output (CMISO) wireless networks. In addition
to transmitting power and circuit power, the proposed
cross-layer model takes into account extra energy used
for channel listening, sending control frames, and pilot
signals. A constellation’s size, contention window,
cooperative node count, cluster radius, and minimal
energy consumption are all determined by the model.
CMISO employs a cluster-based strategy to efficiently
minimise the amount of energy used by network nodes.
It is presumed that all nodes within the network belong
to a cluster based on some agreed rules such as the
maximum number of nodes within a particular cluster
and the radius of a cluster. A cluster head (CH)exists
in each cluster. All nodes in a cluster forwards data
to their CH. The CH then broadcast the data to all
other CHs in the network. Communication between two
clusters is only possible via the CHs. The cross-layer
energy consumption model that is suggested takes into
account the MAC level energy overhead of the entire
transmission process in addition to the physical level of
the data payload’s transmitting power and circuit power.
Each stage of the data transmission process must be
thoroughly examined because the length of the entire
transmission process directly affects energy usage. The
volume of data that is transmitted to the CHs, increases
the load overhead of the CHs, thereby resulting in high
energy consumption in order to process and forward
the data to the rest of the CHs in the network. Hence,
reducing the network lifetime.

The authors in [13] suggested a novel adaptive
Auto-Rate Anthocnet protocol to improve throughput
and energy efficiency in MANETs. The Anthocnet
protocol includes six different types of ant packets:
proactive forward, proactive backward, repair forward,
repair backward, and reactive backward, reactive
forward. When there are no available relay path
details to reach the destination node, the source node
broadcasts reactive forward ant packets. In order to
create reactive backward ant packets, the reactive
forward ant packets must be translated and delivered
toward the source whenever they are received by
the target node. Reactive back ant packets establish
the route by updating the pheromone in the source
and intermediate nodes’ routing databases as they
travel back. Immediately the relay path is constituted,
then the proactive route commences. Next, the root

node will use an essential pheromone and standard
pheromone to deliver proactive forward ant packets from
the root node to the target node. The proactive forward
ant packets are changed into proactive backward ant
packets once they are received by the target nodes. On
their route back to the source, the pheromone table is
updated by these proactive backward ant transmissions.
To address connection failure, this protocol uses repair
forward ant and repair backward ant packets. An
intermediate node selects the next hop node from the
pheromone route table, else the intermediate node will
have to select the next node based on probability. The
back-and-forth transmission of data results in increased
consumption of energy by the nodes, thereby, reducing
the network lifespan.

An article by [14] proposed a new energy-aware
opportunistic routing system that employs solar energy
forecasting using long-short-term memory (LSTM).
The protocol creatively considers the short-term solar
energy harvesting and the nodes’ current residual
energy, which are anticipated by an LSTM neural
network to be important elements in the forwarding
candidates election process of the opportunistic routing
algorithm. Furthermore, to enhance the efficiency
of both energy use and information transfer, a novel
metric is suggested to support the selection of potential
nodes. This metric takes into account the relay priority,
which takes into account the nodes’ past performance
and residual energy. The prediction of solar energy
harvesting is a time sequence forecasting issue where
the projected solar energy prediction value is the
output and the historical solar energy sample series
is the input. In the desired function, the predicted
outcome is computed as one of the variables of Ej .
There are three layers in the network: input, hidden,
and output. The LSTM layer is the hidden layer; it
contains about 200 hidden units that can be modified
in light of several datasets. The fully connected layer
and regression layer make up the output layer, and
the prediction value for the subsequent time step
is the result of the LSTM network. The adaptive
motion estimation (Adam) technique was employed
for the gradient descent algorithm of the long short-
term memory. The network’s inability to sense and
communicate was impacted by the imbalance between
energy harvesting and consumption, which led to the
network’s high energy consumption.

An article by [15] suggested a Differentiated Secure
Opportunistic Routing (DSOR) in MANETs using a
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Game Theoretic Approach. The operation of DSOR
is categorized into the following: The determination
of the trust value, routing parameters established on
auction, and changing discharge selection algorithm.
The first part, which is the determination of trust value
is achieved in two ways; (i) Direct determination of trust
value, and (2) Indirect determination of trust value. In
the determination of the trust value, the sum of the data
forwarding ratio of the present forwarding discharge
and the sum of the present discharge forwarding ratio
is considered. A price mechanism is employed in
establishing the route. The pricing is categorized
into two groups (resources prices and services prices)
based on the condition of the resources, the nodes’ level
of trust in the MANETs, and the quality of the links. The
price and condition of resources are inversely related,
according to economic theory. Using the example
of node energy, the price is little when the node’s
unexhausted energy is enough, and vice versa. Prior
to starting to forward data, the node first determines
the price, which is then broken down into the cost
of resources and the cost of services. The cost of
resources is made up of two costs: the cost of energy
and the cost of bandwidth. These costs rise as the
remaining resources become scarcer and as the costs
of resources for a given forwarding service rise. The
relationship between service price and quality of service
is inverse, suggesting a high likelihood that a good node
will provide a significant benefit.

In the paper by [2] suggested an Energy Efficient
Markov Prediction based Opportunistic Routing
(EEMPOR) to enhance energy efficiency of wireless
sensor networks. Potential Forwarder Set (PFS), nodes’
priority, and packet forwarding are all determined by
EEMPOR based on anticipated variables such as the
node’s amount of transactions and remaining energy. It
selects and ranks the possible forwarder set by using
a Markov prediction-based technique to estimate the
quantity of transactions of each neighbour node of the
source node. To provide energy-efficient routing, nodes
with a low transaction count and a high residual energy
are chosen and given priority. There are four main
phases to the proposed EEMPOR scheme: (i) Using a
Markov chain, anticipate how many transactions a node
will have in the future. (ii) Calculating the energy utilised
by the node (iv) Calculating the node’s residual energy
(iii) Markov prediction-based opportunistic routing for
a possible forwarder set (v) Choosing and Setting
Priorities. The proposed EEMPOR protocol did not
take into consideration the distance between sensor

nodes; thereby resulting in high energy consumption for
nodes that are far apart from the source node.

The authors in [16] suggested An adaptive ranking
based energy-efficient opportunistic routing protocol-
AREOR. By applying adaptive participation criteria,
AREOR determines which node is most suitable to
act as a cluster leader. The process is centered on the
dynamic node ranking, whereby the forwarder node
in the AREOR is chosen based on the ranks. For
dynamic ranking, the node’s position—its distance from
the closest forwarder node—and its residual energy are
the two key factors. To determine which node should
be the forwarder, AREOR sets up a ranking table and
chooses a group of candidate nodes. Various criteria,
including the distance between nodes and the node’s
residual energy, are utilised to select the forwarder
node among the neighbours of the source node. A
parameter’s value is used to rank and prioritise all of
the source node’s neighbours in addition to the cluster
head. The forwarding node is chosen from among the
nodes that have the most remaining energy and are
closest to the source node. Similarly, forwarders are
chosen continually, working their way from sources to
targets. The adaptive ranking nature of the proposed
protocol involves so much computations and requires
so much time; thereby resulting in high energy loss.

In the paper by [17] suggested an Optimized Multi-
layered Self-assertive Routing as a way to cut time
and improve communication link reliability. The primary
benefit of the Optimized Multi-layered Self-assertive
Routing scheme is that it fully utilizes the energy that
is still present within networks to boost the power
transmission of the majority of nodes, resulting in
higher communication reliability or longer transmission
distances. To enhance network performance, the
Optimized Multi-layered Self-assertive Routing strategy
is suggested to use two methods for optimization known
as COOR(R) and COOR(P). In order to boost power
for transmission, COOR(R) approach selects a sensor
node with greater communication trustworthiness with
the identical range as the next candidate relay node.
The COOR(P) method, on the other hand, favors a
node that has the same communication dependability
over a greater distance.

It is obvious that several models have been provided
by existing routing protocols to enhance network
performance and efficiency. However, these models
inherently possess some sort of weaknesses that do not
make them wholly efficient. Retransmissions of data,
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Broadcast storm problem, availability of routing table,
and active/sleep mode of nodes are the main factors
influencing energy consumption and impacting the
network’s lifespan, identified challenges with existing
protocols. This paper therefore proposes a cross-
layer energy-efficient routing algorithm that chooses
candidate nodes from nearby nodes based on their
distance from one another and their rate of energy
consumption in order to create the best possible route
from the source node to the destination node.

3 METHODOLOGY

The proposed CLEE algorithm operates in two phases.
In the first phase, the algorithm selects Candidates

Nodes from sensor nodes within the network by
computing the distances and energy consumption of
the nodes. The distances are computed using the
Euclidean distance formula. In the second phase; a
Designated Node is selected from the candidates nodes
using a Cross-Layer Design Architecture to establish an
optimal route from the source node to the target node.

3.1 Phase 1: Candidate Node
selection

The algorithm begins with the candidate node selection
from the sensor nodes within the network. A
pseudocode of the algorithm for this first phase is
presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for Candidates’ Selection
1: Input: Function get candidate nodes(from node)
2: Initialize distance met nodes as an empty list
3: Set lowest distance to infinity each nodeID in nodes
4: Get the node corresponding to nodeID the node is not the same as from node
5: Compute the distance from source node and the other nodes the computed distance is less than lowest distance
6: Update lowest distance with the computed distance the computed distance is less than or equal to distance the

for candidates
7: Add the node to distance met nodes distance met nodes is empty
8: Raise an exception stating no candidate node found for the given distance threshold and the closest candidate distance
9: Initialize candidate nodes as an empty list
10: Set lowest consump to infinity
11: For each node in distance met nodes
12: Compute the energy consumption between from node and the node the computed energy consumption is less than

lowest consump
13: Update lowest consump with the computed energy consumption the computed energy consumption is less than or equal

to energy consump the for candidate
14: Add the node to candidate nodes If candidate nodes is empty
15: Raise an exception stating no candidate node found for the given energy consumption threshold and the lowest energy

consumption
16: Return candidate nodes
17: End Algorithm

3.1.1 Computation of Distance

In n-dimensional space, the Euclidean distance computes the shortest distance between any two locations.
Consider the following generic point p, whose coordinates are: p = (p1, p2, p3, p4, ......). To determine how far
a given point (p) is from another point (q), the Euclidean Distance Formula is given as shown in equation (1).

d(p, q) =
√

(q1 − p1)2 + (q2 − p2)2 + (q3 − p3)2 + .......... (1)

d(p, q) =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(qi − pi)2 (2)

Where n is the dimensionality of the space.
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The Euclidean distance formula is used to compute the
distances between the source node and its neighbour
nodes. The Euclidean distance formula was able to
accurately compute the distances between the nodes,
and thereby was able to identify the shortest distance
possible. The results obtained from the computation of
the distances are used as an input variable to compute
for the energy consumption of a node to transmit N
number of bits of data.

3.1.2 Computation of Energy
Consumption

When a node X transmits N bits of data to a node Y, the
energy used is computed using equation (3).

E(xy) = [El + (εf s/εmta)D(x,y )]N (3)

Where D(x,y ) represents the distance from node ”x”
to node ”y”, El represents the current available energy,
εf s represents the free space, and εmta represents the
multipath transmitter amplifier, and N represents the
number of bits. Each of these variables (D(x,y ), El,
εf s, εmta, and N) are input values for the computation
of the energy consumption.

3.2 Phase 2: Designated Node
selection

The second phase of the algorithm to select the viable
designated node in presented in Algorithm 2. The

algorithm begins by identifying a set of candidate
nodes for data transfer. It then calculates four key
metrics for each candidate: Signal Quality Score (SQS),
Throughput (TH), delay (D), and Link Lifetime (LL). SQS
is computed for each candidate node, and the results
are normalised to a range of 0 to 1. This normalisation
is achieved by dividing each SQS by the range of all
computed SQSs. The same process is applied to TH
and LL. For delay, which ideally should be minimised,
the algorithm first computes the sum of transmission
delay and packet delay for each candidate. These
values are then normalised in the same manner as
the other metrics. However, to ensure that candidates
with lower delay are given preference, the normalised
delay values are subtracted from 1. The algorithm then
calculates a score for each candidate node based on
a weighted sum of the four normalised metrics. The
weights allow the network to prioritise certain metrics
over others based on its specific requirements. Finally,
the algorithm sorts the candidates in descending order
of their scores and returns this sorted list. This ensures
that the node with the highest score, indicating the most
suitable candidate for data transfer, is selected first.
The normalisation process ensures that each metric
contributes proportionally to the final score,
preventing any single metric from dominating the
others. This makes the algorithm adaptable to
different network configurations and performance
requirements.

Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for Designated Node Selection
1: Input: Function sorted nodes(from node, transfer data size, candidates) candidates is None then
2: candidates = get candidate nodes(from node, transfer data size)
3: SQSs = array of compute SQS(c) for each c in candidates
4: Return Return candidate nodes
5: normalize SQSs
6: throughputs = array of throughput for each c in candidates
7: normalize throughputs
8: delays = array of (transmission delay + packets delay) for each c in candidates
9: normalize delays
10: link lifetimes = array of compute link lifetime(c) for each c in candidates
11: normalize link lifetimes
12: scores = SQSs * weights[0] + throughputs * weights[1] + lls * weights[2] + delays * weights[3]
13: sorted data = sort (candidates, scores / sum(scores)) by score in descending order
14: Return sorted data
15: End Algorithm
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Fig. 2. The Proposed CLEE Architecture Design

3.3 Cross-Layer Metrics

Direct communication exchange between non-adjacent
layers is the basis of cross-layer information transfer.
Fig. 2. is a schematic diagram of the proposed
CLEE Architecture design; as shown in the diagram,
information obtained from the Physical layer is
communicated directly to the application layer without
altering the structure between layers. Likewise
the information obtained from Network layer. The
suggested cross-layer interaction technique computes
the signal quality strength and link lifetime at the
physical layer before transmitting the results to the
application layer. Delay and throughput are also
computed from the Network layer and transmitted to the
Application layer. The Application layer then selects
a designated node based on the transmitted values
received from the Physical and Network. There will only
be one active route accessible at any given moment.

Next, we present some definitions for the cross-layer
measurements used in the proposed protocol.

• Physical layer Metrics: Link Lifetime and the
Signal Quality Strength are the two metrics that
are considered and computed for in the physical
layer.

1. Link Lifetime: Link lifetime is referred to
as a variant of chance that represents
the length of time a prospective node-

to-node link could last between the
moment a receiver enters a transmitter’s
communication region and the time it
leaves the region [18].

LL =
d

v
(4)

Where d represents the distance from the
node and v represents the velocity of the
node.

Neighbours nodes with greater LL are
more likely to be recognised when a node
tries to form a link. As a result, a node
chosen has a greater LL [18].

2. Signal Quality Strength: Is defined as the
wireless signal power level received by a
sensor node in a wireless network [19].

SQS = ω + (ρ+ µ)log10Dxy (5)

Where ω represents weighting constant
of the node, ρ represents path loss
components of the source node and µ
represents path loss components of the
node that SQS is being computed.

• Network Layer Metrics: Throughput and the
Delay are the two metrics that are considered
and computed for in the network layer.
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1. Throughput: Is the total time required for
a sensor node within a wireless network to
receive the very last packet [20].

TH =
Ds

Dts

(6)

Where Ds represents data size, and Dts

represents data transmission time.

Dts = Packet Delay + Transmission Delay (7)

2. Delay: The amount of time each packet
takes to move from source to destination
in a wireless network is referred to as the

delay [21].

D = Td(N − 1) + (= ∗ Pd) (8)

Where Td represents transmission delay,
N represents number of packets, =
represents number of hops and Pd

represents packets delay.

In the event that two or more nodes are tied, the
designated node will be the one with the shortest
distance to the source node. This process is
summarised in a pseudocode in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Normalization Function
1: function normalize(array)
2: range = max(array) - min(array) range == 0 then
3: array = array of ones with same shape as array
4: array = array / range
5: End Algorithm

4 RESULTS

A network of size 600 x 600 was created for a simulation experiment. Four separate simulations were conducted
with the first simulation having 20 sensor nodes. The number of sensor nodes was varied by adding 10 nodes
consecutively for each simulation. The network is built such that the least distance between any two nodes is
70m. The distance threshold for the selection of the candidate node was set to 300m and the energy consumption
threshold was set to 7J. A summary of the simulation parameters is presented in Table 1. Network Simulator 3
(NS3) was used for the simulations.

Table 1. Simulation Parameters

Parameters Values
Network Size 600m x 600m
Number of Nodes 50 max
Initial Energy 30J
Average Speed of Nodes 5m/s
Simulation time 500s

4.1 Performance Metrics
The proposed CLEE routing algorithm was compared with two state of the art routing algorithms: Ad-Hoc On-
demand Distance Vector (AODV) Routing Algorithm, and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) Algorithm. The following
three performance metrics were assessed: Throughput, energy usage, and end-to-end delays. For each
performance metrics, four different simulations were performed usings equations 9 - 11.

Energy Consumption =
Total Energy Consumed

Total Packets Received
(9)
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Throughput =
Number of Packets Received

Simulation T ime
(10)

Delay =
T ime between reception of first and last packet

Total Packets Received
(11)

The values obtained from the computation of the performance metrics: Energy Consumption, Throughput and
Delay are summarised in Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4 respectively.

Table 2. Energy Consumption Comparison

20 nodes 30 nodes 40 nodes 50 nodes
ADOV 8.92 12.45 17.38 20.75
DSR 7.75 12.65 16.25 20.19
CLEE 8.50 12.05 16.05 18.95

Table 3. Throughput Comparison

20 nodes 30 nodes 40 nodes 50 nodes
ADOV 8.74 12.91 16.98 21.43
DSR 9.27 13.11 17.68 21.94
CLEE 9.30 13.50 17.48 22.03

Table 4. Delay Comparison

20 nodes 30 nodes 40 nodes 50 nodes
ADOV 0.09 0.06 0.05 0.04
DSR 0.11 0.07 0.06 0.05
CLEE 0.10 0.06 0.04 0.04

4.2 Simulation

4.2.1 Energy Consumption

Fig. 3. displays the energy usage curve for a range
of node counts. The sum of energy consumption
of CLEE, AODV, and DSR from Figure 3 are 55.55,
59.50, and 56.84 respectively. Representing the
energy consumption values in percentages; CLEE had
approximately 56% , AODV had approximately 60%,
and DSR had approximately 57%.

4.2.2 Throughput

Fig. 4. illustrates how throughput changes in kbps
as the number of nodes increases. The sum of

throughput of CLEE, AODV, and DSR from Fig. 4.
are 62.31, 60.06, and 62.00 respectively. Representing
the throughput values in percentages; CLEE had
approximately 62% , AODV had approximately 60%,
and DSR had approximately 62%.

4.2.3 End to End Delay

Fig. 5. graph shows the comparison of CLEE, AODV,
and DSR algorithms. The graph shows that as the
number of nodes increases, the end-to-end delay for
CLEE, AODV, and DSR algorithms reduces. The sum of
end-to-end delay for CLEE, AODV, and DSR from Fig.
5. are 0.24, 0.24, and 0.29 respectively.
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Fig. 3. Energy Consumption against Number of sensor nodes

Fig. 4. Throughput against Number of sensor nodes

Fig. 5. Delay against Number of sensor nodes
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5 CONCLUSION

The paper presented an opportunistic three-layered
cross-layer routing algorithm: the physical, network, and
application layers. The proposed algorithm establishes
an optimal route between the source node and the
destination node by selecting candidates from the
neighbour nodes of the source node; after which,
a designated node is selected from the candidates
nodes using a cross-layer architecture design. The
proposed algorithm avoids the use of routing tables
and storing of route path by nodes in the network.
Once a node forwards a data packet to another node,
the route information is deleted from the memory of
the forwarding node. This mechanism has resulted
in a significant reduction in the usage of energy in
the network. According to the simulation findings, the
suggested method outperformed AODV and DSR in
terms of energy usage. The proposed algorithm only
performed better than AODV in terms of throughput,
and performed better than DSR in terms of end-to-
end delay. This improvement is attributable to the
suggested algorithm’s cross-layer design, which leads
to the selection of routes with less energy and a lower
distance.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE
SCOPE

The limitation of the proposed algorithm is its inability
to support a large number of sensor nodes. CLEE is
most suitable for small-scale mobile Ad-hoc Networks.
We propose using artificial intelligence to determine the
protocol’s route in future improvements.
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